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The

Sign of
the times
Elizabeth:
I saw this sign in Sedona, Arizona
and was encouraged. Perhaps there
is hope for those of us who enjoy an
adult beverage while needlepointing.
Better than candy?

—John Schulze

Long time subscriber

Attention
Subscribers

To enter a drawing to win a
Paprika Pi Scissor Fob, email
or call us with your customer
number. It is located above
your name on the mailing
label of the magazine.
The drawing will
take place on
December 6, 2013.

email:
contest@needlepointnow.com
Phone: (541) 935-0238

China Connection

As I write this, I’m sitting in my hotel room in
Beijing, China, trying to be as quiet as possible
so I don’t wake Jay up. I am struggling to get
my body used to the time change. China is 15
hours ahead of Pacific Standard Time. It is 3:30
AM, and sleep is eluding me. Jay seems to have
adjusted just fine.

I am here to study the handwork of the
minority people as well as silk production.
So far it has been a fascinating trip that I
look forward to sharing with you. Yesterday
we visited a silk factory and watched a
demonstration on raising silkworms to
unrolling the very fine silk thread off of the
cocoon. Single cocoons are used to make
thread for weaving cloth and rug making,
but a double cocoon, found only in
China, is used to make silk
bedding similar to

our down comforters but lighter and
hypoallergenic, and while warm in the
winter, they are also cool in the summer.

While I’m away, Vicky De Angelis is
holding down the fort, taking care of the
poodles and working at the studio every
day. So far she reports that the dogs are
doing great and are providing her with
constant entertainment. This morning’s
question was “Why do you bother to
make the bed when within 15 minutes
of poodle wrestling, the bed is all messed
up again?” Answer: “Can you imagine
what it would look like if you didn’t
make it?”

Etsy Berries?

Do you remember your grandmother’s emery-filled
strawberry pincushion? It really did serve a useful
purpose, even though it wasn’t very pretty. Hers
were probably made from scraps of fabric found
in her sewing basket, useful and functional as it
cleaned and sharpened your pins and needles. Our
needles, which are our most important tools, needed to
be taken care of in a manner befitting their importance.

Just looking on Etsy the other day, a place that tempts
you to loose all of your will power as you add to your stash,
I came across these beauties. Etsy you ask? It was built on an idea
of the little maker, hand making beautiful things. Coming across a darling strawberry
emery such as this one, how could you not buy at least one? Fabulous fabrics
accented with embroidery and hand made pins make today’s emery a keep-sake
with no two being alike.
Need to buy one for yourself? If you just can’t resist,
search for fiberluscious on Etsy or follow her blog
www.fiberluscious.blogspot.com

Elegant
Simplicity
A Four-Way Ornament

B Y PA
T MAZU

Think about using stranded silk, stranded cotton or any
other favorite thread for this ornament. Kit from your
stash and choose colors for your favorite holiday. Have
fun with this little piece!
The finished size of the ornament when worked on
18-count canvas is approximately 4" high by 4" wide.
The thread count is 72 threads high by 72 threads wide.
Always refer to the master chart for stitch placement
and compensation.

master chart
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stitch placement with “x” marking the
center of the design
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bead placement in the center motif
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Add individual Swarovski 2.5-mm
Faceted Bicone Clear Crystals and
step 3
Miyuki Delica 11° beads DB0141
Crystal as indicated on the chart
Measure in 4"from the left
using beading thread of your choice.
side and down approximately
For the centers of the 4 composite
c
4" from the top to locate the
motifs, place the center bicone and
ray stitch with small inner ray for
center of the design. Count up
then add the 4 beads surrounding it
composite motifs
1 thread and over 1 thread to
by going around the center bicone.
begin stitching the Milanese stitch.
For the center of the design, work as for the center of
the composite motif, then add a second row of beads
Work the Milanese and the ray stitch variation in all 4
around the outside.
directions in 3 steps, rotating the canvas to work each

Milanese stitch (blue) with ray stitch
variation

d

quarter. Begin your stitching with the Milanese using
Neon Rays Plus NP02 White.
Work the vertical, horizontal and diagonal stitches
that form the main portions of the ray stitch variation
with ThreadworX overdyed #8 Kreinik 71044 Chili
Peppers.
Continue stitching the ray stitch variation by working
the inner vertical and horizontal portions of the ray
stitch using Kreinik #4 braid 202HL Aztec Gold Hi
Lustre.
Work the ray stitches that are north, south, east and
west of the 4 Milanese stitches that surround the
center of the design with Kreinik #4 braid 202HL Aztec
Gold Hi Lustre.
Work the composite motifs in the north, south, east
and west areas in 3 steps. Work the first 2 steps for
each quadrant of the composite motif, then work the
third step. Begin the first step with the ray stitch using
ThreadworX overdyed #8 Kreinik 71044 Chili Peppers.
Then add the inner small ray stitch using Kreinik #4
braid 202HL Aztec Gold Hi Lustre. Finish up with the
straight stitches as diagramed with the same Kreinik
that is in your needle.
Work the crescent stitch at the 4 points of the
diamond with Neon Rays Plus NP02 White.

b

So simple and yet so elegant. Enjoy the holiday
season and stitch away!
— Pat Mazu

Materials

Choose your own threads from your stash,
or follow these suggestions:
18-count Zweigart mono canvas 8”× 8”
Stretcher bars 8” × 8”
Rainbow Gallery
Neon Rays Plus NP02 White
ThreadworX
Overdyed #8 Kreinik 71044 Chili Peppers
Kreinik
#4 Metallic Braid 202HL Aztec Gold Hi Lustre
Swarovski 5328 if you can’t find these, just use the beads
2.5-mm Faceted Bicone Clear Crystal (13 )
Miyuki
Delica 11° Beads DB0141 Crystal
#22 tapestry needle, #10 beading needle
Beading thread and laying tool of your choice

in the November/December Issue

Coming up...

The November/December issue is at the printer. I say this with a big sigh
of relief. It is our largest issue yet with a whopping 72 pages stuffed with
12 projects and an array of articles. I don’t think we have ever worked so hard
to make the print deadline. But I believe it is our most beautiful issue yet.

• There are not one, not two, but
three gorgeous Santa designs
for you to choose from. The first,
Holly and Ivy Santa, is by Curtis
Boehringer. You may recognize
the name if you cross stitch or
make quilts. Curtis has been
designing for both for a number
of years. He branched out into
needlepoint a few years ago,
and as you become familiar with
his designs, you will be happy he
made the jump.
• Joan Eidman is also a fairly
new needlepoint designer. She set
the summer TNNA market on fire
with her “three Nicks” as she calls
them, Holly Saint Nicholas, Snow
Saint Nicholas and Byzantine Saint
Nicholas. All three will be presented,
but we are starting with Holly Saint
Nicholas for this special holiday issue.
Each one is approximately 22" tall and
they were inspired by iconic images of
the saint, who was born in Greece in
the 4th century and became the Bishop of Myra in what
is now Turkey. The other two in Joan’s Saint Nicholas
series will be featured in upcoming issues.
• Roly Poly Santa Mike is a fun round Santa designed
by Carol Travis. He makes a perfect ornament for the
holiday tree. Stitch one for a loved one and one to add
to your holiday decor.
• Speaking of ornaments and trees dressed up for the
holiday, Mile High Princess, known for their whimsical
designs, is sharing their Christmas Tree Fairy just in
time to throw a little fairy dust on your tree to make it
shimmer and glow in a magical way.
• I don’t think there is a needlepointer out there who
isn’t fascinated with wearable art. While attending a
TNNA market, dede Ogden was walking the showroom
floor wearing beautiful needlepoint necklaces. She had
geometrics, animal prints and abstract designs that
made me stop in my tracks to take a second look. She

is sharing her technique with us on how to make
a needlepoint rope necklace that lies properly and
is not too thick. The Art Deco Necklace is a little
challenging because it is stitched on the bias, or at
least it was for me as I put the instructions together,
but it is so worth the effort.
• Susan Jones is back with Stitched Ribbons. Susan
loves pattern and color and it shows in her work.
Stitched Ribbons is a collage of stripe patterns put
together in a way to look like woven ribbons. The
concept will make you want to try to create your
own ribbon patterns.
• You will also find a design by a. bradley called
The Leg Lamp, inspired by the classic Christmas
tale, A Christmas Story, with a stitch guide by
Cynthia Thomas.
• We have an interview with Sundance Designs and
one of their Mexican-inspired ornaments, Felicity Fish.
• Susan Portra is sharing her classic ornament
series, Holiday Lights, Holiday Bells and Holiday
Gifts. We will run these pieces a few at a time until
we finish the series.
And finally, we say goodbye to our first stitch-along
piece, the Tapestry Tent 4th of July March.
This issue mails the first of November. If you haven’t
received your issue by the end of November, call the
office at (541) 935-0238 and a replacement will be
sent to you.

Ad Reminder!

Reservations for ad space are due November 1st
with ad materials for custom design due Nov. 8th.
Camera-ready ads can be sent in as late
as December 2nd. Thank you!
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ads@needlepointnow.com
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